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ABSTRACT 
Let p, 9, n be integers satisfying 1 < p < q < II. The (p, 9)-numerical range of an 
n x n complex matrix A is defined by 
where for an n X n complex matrix X, X[9] denotes its 9 X 9 leading principal 
submatrix and E,(X[q]) denotes the pth elementary symmetric function of the 
eigenvahres of X [ (I]. When 1 = p = 9, the set reduces to the classical numerical range 
of A, which is well known to be convex. Many authors have used the concept of 
cIassica.l numerical range to study different classes of matrices. In this note we extend 
the results to the generalized cases. Besides obtaining new results, we collect existing 
ones and give alternative proofs for some of them. We also study the (p. q)-numerical 
radius of A defined by 
q,JA) =m={ Irl:~EWP,4(A)}. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Lfd cnxn denote the set of all n X n complex matrices, and denote by %,, 
the group of all unitary matrices in C nxn. Suppose p, q, n are integers 
satisfying 1~ p Q q Q n. We define the (p, q>numerical range of A E C n Xn 
to be the set 
Wp,,(A) = {E,((UAU*)[ql):UE~,}, 
where for a square matrix X E C nXn, X[ q] denotes its q x q leading 
principal submatrix and EP( X[ q]) d enotes the pth elementary symmetric 
function of the eigenvalues of X [ q]. There are many alternative formulations 
of W,,J A) (see [2, 18, 28, 31]), which is a compact subset of C. One of the 
most interesting and useful interpretations is to regard W,J A) as the 
decomposable numerical range of the p th derivation of the matrix A on 
the qth Grassmann space of C” (see [28, Section 21 for the formulation, and 
see [21] for the basic definitions), i.e., 
Wp,&A) = ( (xDp(A)y x) : x i.s a decomposable unit vector 
in the qth Gmssmann space of C “} ,
where (a ;) is the standard inner product in the qth Grassmann space of C “, 
and D,(A) is given by the formula 
C&I + tA) = i t’Q(A), 
r-0 
[here C,( X ) denotes the qth compound matrix of X 1. 
When 1 = p - q, the set reduces to 
W,.,(A)= {TAT*:~EC”, xx*=l}, 
the clussical numerical mnge of A. The study of this concept has an 
extended history, and many interesting results have been obtained. For 
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examples: 
(1.1) W,,r(A) is convex; 
(1.2) W,,,(A) is a convex polygon (including the interior) if A is normal; 
(1.3) W,, r( A) c W if and only if A is hermitian; 
(1.4) W,, r( A) is contained in the positive (nonnegative) part of Iw if and 
only if A is positive (semi-)definite; 
(1.5) W,,i(A) C { ~1 E C: IpI < jet]‘/“} if and only if A is a scalar 
multiple of a unitary matrix; 
(1.6) W,,,(A) = {X} if and only if A = XI. 
As pointed out in [lo], the (classical) numerical range is a useful tool in 
studying operators A (from Q: n to C “). The purpose of this note is to 
investigate how far we can extend the results (l.l)-(1.6) to the generalized 
cases. The concept of (p, q)-numerical radius of A defined by 
will also be used to study different classes of matrices in C n Xn. Some 
inclusion relations for W,, & A) and inequalities relating rp, & A) are obtained. 
In fact, many authors have investigated these types of problems or subjects 
related to them. In the following discussion, we shall collect the known results 
and prove new ones. Alternative proofs of some existing interesting results 
will also be given. 
2. CONVEXITY AND INCLUSION RELATIONS 
Clearly, when q = n the set W&A) is just {E,(A)}, which is trivially 
convex. The Toeplitz Hausdorff result (e.g. see [3] for the proof) asserts that 
W,,,(A) is convex. In [9] Halrnos conjectured that W,,,(A) is always convex. 
Thompson [31] proved this when A is normal, and Berger (e.g. see [lo]) 
obtained the result in general. Thompson [31] gave an example which shows 
that there is a normal matrix A E C 4X4 such that W, a( A) is not convex. 
Using quadratic Plucker relations of decomposable tensors, Marcus in [2O] 
showed that W,,, n _ 1(A) is convex for all 1~ p < n - 1, and there always 
exists a normal matrix A such that W,, ,,( A) is not convex if 2 < p < n - 2. 
He then suggested that his technique might be extended to show that 
WPJA) is not convex in general for 2 < p d q < n - 2, but remarked that 
the combinatorial problem involved will be more intricate. In the following, 
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without appealing to quadratic Plucker relation, we prove that:* 
if 2<p<q<n-2, then W&A) isnotconvexfmthe rwrmul matrix 
A = Z,_,@(l+ i)Z,. 
Proof. Suppose Z3 = (UAU*)[q] with U E en. Then (B + B*)/2 and 
(B - Z3*)/(2i) are principal submatrices of I, and U(O,_,@Z,)U*, respec- 
tively. Thus (B + B*)/2 = I,, and (B - B*)/(2i) has eigenvalues a, b,O, . . . ,O, 
with 0 Q a, b < 1 (see [4]). Hence B has eigenvalues 1,. . . ,l, 1+ ai, l+ bi. 
Conversely, for any a, b with 0 < a, b < 1, we can find U E ‘4Y’, such that 
(UA U*)[ q] has eigenvalues 1,. . . , 1, 1 + ui, 1 + bi. As a result, 
Wp,,(A) = { E,(L..., l,l+ui,1+bi):O~u,b~1} 
Putting u = b = 0, we have 
(Y= ( 1 ; E Wp,,(A); 
putting u = b = 1, we have 
However, one easily checks that 
So W,. & A) is not convex. 
Now we can summarize the convexity results of W,,,(A) in 
THEOREM 2.1. Let lQp<qQn. Then Wp,JA) is convex if p=l or 
q>n-1. Fur 2<p<q<n-2, thmeexistsu rwnnal A EC,,, such that 
W,,, J A) is not convex. 
*Recently, the authors have constructed a normal matrix A such that W,_(A) is not even 
starshaped by the similar technique. 
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(Cf. [20].) 
Fillmore and Williams [5] obtained some inclusion relations for W,, & A) 
(see also 183). The result is extended in Theorem 2.2. We need the following 
notation. 
For AEQ=,,~~ with eigenvalues X 
hull of the set 
l,. . ., A,, let H_(A) be the convex 
~=(E,(Ai,,...,Xg):l~il< --. <i,gn , 
> 
and let 
&,,(A) = ma{ IA: P E &,&A>}. 
Note that Y C Wp,&A) and hence h,,,(A) < r_(A) in general. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let l<p<q<n. SupposeAEC,,,,. Then 




P %,,(A> c q; l f&I(A) 
and 
4 ( 1 
-1 
P -lyAq@)qqpl) co4wp,,-I(A))~ 
where conv mans “the convex hull of “. 
Proof. Let Xl,..., A, be q of the eigenvalues of A. Then 
(q - p)E;(&>..., A,) = 5 E&i1 ,..., ii ,..., A,), 
i=l 
where ii means deleting Xi. It follows that 
YE,@,,..., 47) E %,-1(A)* 
102 
By the fact that 
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jqpl)/(;) =y, 
we have 
4 ( 1 ( 1 
-1 
P -k,,(A) C ‘;’ HP,&0 
Now for any I* E W,, ,J A), let U E %,, be such that B = (UAU*)[ q] and 
p = E,(B). Then 
Hence 
-‘conv(W,,,_r(A)). n 
Note that if p = 1, then W,,J A) = conv( W,,J A)) is convex. So Theorem 
2.2 reduces to the result of Fillmore and Williams [5]. Another consequence 
of Theorem 2.2 is the following corollary. 




It would be interesting to obtain more inclusion relations for W,, & A) and 
inequalities relating rp,JA) (see [8, 121). 
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3. NORMAL MATRICES 
The following result is basically due to Marcus and Sandy [28]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A EC,,, be normal. Then Wp,&A) c H&A) and 
hence rpJA) = h&A). The two sets are equal if and only if W,,JA) is 
convex. 
For the converse, we have (see [19, Theorem 4.6, Corollary 4.7; 25, 
Theorem 3; 11, Theorem 6; 1, Theorem 21) 
THEOREM 3.2. A matrix A E C nXn is normul if one of the following 
conditions h&k 
(a) r,,,(A+CLZ)=h,,,(A+~Z) foraZZpEC, q<(n+1)/2; 
(a’) W,,,(A) = H,,,(A) for all q d (n + l)/% 
(b) r,,p(A)=hp,p(A) fmaZZp=l,...,t, wheret=min{rank(A),n-1); 
(b’) W&A) c H_(A) for all p = l,..., t, where t = min{rank(A), 
n-l}. 
For A EC,,,, let ]A] denote the positive semidefinite matrix satisfying 
]Al2 = A*A. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A E C n xn have eigenvalues X,, . . . , X fi with 
IX,1 2 -** > lh,l. Suppose rank(A) = q. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The matrix A is mrmal. 
(b) There exists p with 1~ p < q such that 
(c) There exists p with 1~ p < q such that W,,,( IAI) C R is a line 
segment with endpoints Ep((Xn--g+ll,..., IX,l) and E,(Ih,I,..., [X,1). 
Proof. (a) * (c) If A is normal, then I Al has eigenvalues Ihi], . . . , jh n I. 
Note that W,,,( 1 AI) c W is a connected set and hence is convex. By Theorem 
3.1, 
Wp,,(14) = ffp,,b‘v) 
and the result follows. 
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(c) j (b): Clear. 
(b) * (a): Since the eigenvalues of 1 A( are the singular values u1 2 . . . > u,, 
of A, we have (see [6, pp. 44-451) 
r,,,(lAl) = hp,,(lAl) = E,h~--~,) 
>, E,(lh,l,..., l”(J). 
The equality holds if and only if A is unitarily similar to 
diag(X,,...,X,)@B with pq=ui (i=l,...,q) 
(see [16, Theorem 5.11). Since rank(A) = 9, we have B = 0 and hence A is 
normal. n 
4. HERMITIAN MATRICES 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A EC,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The matrix A is hermitian. 
(b) There exists 9 < n such that W,, & A) C OB. 
(c) There exists 9 -c n such that 
[r,,,(A+irZ)12= [r,,,(A)]2+92r2 forall re[W. 
(d) Thereexistp,qsuchthatn>q>p>land 
W,,,(A+rZ)cBB for all r E IF4 . 
Proof. Clearly, if (a) holds, then (b), (c), and (d) hold. 
For (b) * (a), see for example [15, Corollary 2.8; 261. 
For (c) = (a), the idea is contained in the proof of Theorem 2 in [14]. 
For (d) 3 (a), see [18, Lemma 31. n 
Let Iw + be the positive part of the real line. We have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let n > p >, 1. Suppose A E C n Xn. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) There exkts a complex p th root of unity X such that the matrix XA is 
positive definite. 
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(b) There exists an invertible X E C n Xn such that 
WP,P(XAX*) c R +. 
Proof. (a) * (b): Clear. 
(b) - (a): See [30, Lemma 51. n 
THEOREM 4.3. Let AEC,,_ have eigenvalues X1,..., X, with lhll 2 
. . . > lh,J. Suppose rank(A) = 9. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a nonzero X E C such that XA is positive semidefinite. 
(b) There exists p with 16 p -K 9 such that 
rp,q(lAl) Q IE,(L..., x,)1. 
(c) There exists p with 1 G p -C 9 such that W,,JlAl)C R is a line 
segment with endpoints IEp(hn-q+l,..., X,)1 and lE,(X1,...,X,)I. 
Proof. By similar arguments to those in the proof of Theorem 3.3, but 
use Corollary 5.2 instead of Theorem 5.1 in [16]. w 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A E 62 nxn have eigenvalues X,, . . . , A, such that 
IX,1 2 ... > Ih,l. Suppose rank(A) = 9. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a nonzero h E C such that XA is an orthogonal projec- 
tion. 
(b) There exists p with 1 G p < 9 such that 
(c) There exists p with 1 G p < 9 such that W,,,( [AI) c Iw is a line 
segment with endpoints IEp(Xn_q+lr..., X,)1 and p= I17~z,xilP/R( z) = 
IE,(&,..., hq)l. 
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Proof. (a) - (c): Similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
(c) =$ (b): Clear. 
(b) * (a): By Theorem 4.3, there exist a nonzero X E C such that XA is 
positive semidefinite and has eigenvalues IX,], . . . , [A,[. By the fact that the 
arithmetic mean is not less than the geometric mean of a set of nonnegative 
real numbers, we have 
rp,,(lAl) = Hp,,Wl) = ~,(I~,I~~~~~ IkJ) 
The equality holds if and only if all ]h i] = * * * = Ih ql. Hence the result 
follows. n 
5. SCALAR MULTIPLES OF UNITARY MATRICES 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose n > 9 > p 2 1 but not n = 9 = p. Let A E C,,, 
be invertible. Then 
q,,,(IAI) 2 Pet(A) I”“($ 
The equality holds if and only if A is a rwnzero multiple of a unitary matrix. 
Proof. If n > 9 = p, see [17, Theorem 3; 27, Corollary l] for the 
inequality and the condition of equality. 
Suppose 9 > p. Note that if A has singular values ur 2 - . . a an and 
eigenvahies h,,...,X,with IX,]> *.- >]h,]; then 
aliQhirn( z) = ]det(A)]p’n( z). 
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The first inequality becomes an equality if and only if a, = IX,] for i = 1,. . . , q 
(see [16, Theorem 5.11). The second inequality becomes an equality if and 
only if IX,] = IX,]. It follows that all ui’s and ]hi]‘s are equal and hence A is a 
scalar multiple of a unitary matrix. n 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose n>q>,p>l but not n=q=p. Let AE 
c nXn be invertible. Then A is a rumzero multiple of a unitay matrix if and 
only if 
Wp,,(14) = {EL E 6: IPI G Pet(A) I”/“( p”)}. 
THEOREM 5.3. SupposenZq>,p>l butnotn=q=p. LetAECnxn 
be invertible. Then 
~,,,(l4)~,,,(lW’) = ma{ ~,,,(AX)~,,,(YA-‘): X,Y E a,,) 
= max( r,,,(AX)r,,,(X*A-‘): X E@“} 
The equality holds if and only if A is a nonzero multiple of a unitary matrix. 
Proof. Let A have singular values a1 > . . * z a,. Suppose X, U E 4?‘, 
and I3 = (UAXU*)[ q]. Let B have singular values o; > . - * >, ui and eigen- 
values j.4 i, . . . , pq with IpJ a a.0 > 1~~1. Then (e.g. see [32]) ui > u/ for 
i=l , . . . , q. It follows that 
r,,,(]A]) = E,(o,,...,o,) >, E,(o;,...,o;) 
Hence rP,J]A]) > r&AX). Similarly, one can show rPJ]A]-‘) > r_(YA-l) 
if Y E en. So in general, 
~,,,(l4)~,,,(lw) > max{ r,,,(AX)r,,,(YA-i): X,Y E 4Pnj 
> max{ rp,,(AX)rp,,(X*A-l): X E @,,}. 
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Now suppose A has polar decomposition A = IA IU. Then for X = U*, we 
have 1 Al = AX and I A I- ’ = X*A ~ ‘. So the inequalities are actually equali- 
ties. 
Now by Theorem 5.1, we have 
r,,,(lAl) 2 Pet(A) I”“(z) 
and 
so 
The equality holds if and only if the previous two inequalities become 
equalities. By Theorem 5.1, the result follows. n 
For S, T c Q=, denote by ST the set 
We have 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose n> q> p > 1 but not n=q= p. Let A E 
C flxn be invertible. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a nonzero multiple of a unitary matrix. 









for all X E (72”. 
(4 ~,,~~l~I~~p,,(IA/-1~Ijp~~~l~I~(~)2)~ 
The following theorem is due to Marcus and Filippenko [23]. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A E C n x n be such that rank(A) > p > 1. The follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(a) A is a nonzero multiple of a unitary matrix. 
(b) rp, p( AX) = rp, p( A) for all X E a,. 
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(c) rp, & XA) = rp, & A) for all X E a,,. 
(d) r_(XAY) = r&A) for all X,Y E 42”. 
THEOREM~.~. Supposen>q>p>l butnotn=q=p. LetAEC,,., 
be such that rank(A) > p. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a rwnzero multiple of a unitary matrix. 
@) r&lAlX) = r&X) fm all norm& matrices X EC,,,. 
(c) rp.JXIAl) = rp,&X) for all rwrmal matrices X E 62 nXn, 
(d) r,,,(XlAlY) = r&XY) for all X,Y E Q=,,,. 
Proof. By the fact that A is a multiple of a unitary matrix if and only if 
(A) is a scalar matrix, and Theorem 6.3. n 
6. SCALAR MATRICES 
Clearly, if A EC,,, is a scalar matrix, then WP,JA + Z.LI) is a singleton 
for any 16 p < q and p E C. For the converse we have 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A EC,,,. Then A is a scalar matrix if any one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(a) Thereexistqwithn>q~land~~E suchthatW,,,(A+pZ)isa 
singleton. 
(b) Thereexi.stpwithn>p>land~EC suchthatW,,,(A+pZ)isa 
singleton not equal to the origin. 
(c) There exist p, q with n > q > p > 1 and p distinct complex numbers p 
such that W,,, & A + PI) are singletons. 
Proof. (a): For example see [15, Theorem 2.51. 
(b): See [24]. 
(c): Suppose A has eigenvalues Xi,. . . , A,. The given condition implies 
that W,,,(A+pZ)= {E,(X,+~,..., X, + CL)} for p distinct complex num- 
bers Z.L. Now suppose U E ‘%,, and Z3 = (ZJAU*)[ q] has eigenvalues X’i, . . . , Pq. 
Then the polynomial (in z) 
q&+2,..., X,+z)-E,(~~++,...,~~+~)=O 
has at least p distinct roots. So it is the zero polynomial. Comparing the 
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coefficient of 2P-r on both sides, we conclude that Ey=ihi = Xy=,Pi. Since 
U E a,, is arbitrary, we have W,,,(A) is a singleton. By the result of 
part (a), we get the conclusion. n 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let A E 4: ,,xn. Then A is the zero matrix if any one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(a) There exist 9 with n > 9 > 1 such that W,,,(A) is the origin. 
(b) Thereexistpwithn>p>land~EC suchthat W,,,(A+pZ)isa 
singleton not equul to the origin and W,, p( A) = { 0). 
(c) There exist p, 9 with n > 9 > p > 1 and p distinct complex numbers p 
such that W,,,(A + PZ) are singletons and W,,&A) = (0). 
Note that for p > 1, W,,,(A) = (0) does not imply A = 0, as shown in 
Theorem 7.3. 
THEOREM 6.3. Supposen>q>p>lbutnotn=q=p. LetAEC,,,. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A=XZfmsume XEC with ]X]=l. 
($9 rp.&AX) = rp.&X) for all normul matrices X E CnXn. 
(c) rp,&XA) = rp.&X) fm au normal matrices X EC,,,. 
(d) rp,q(XAY)=~p,q(XY) foraZZX,Y EC,,~,,. 
(Cf. [13, Lemma 4; 17, Lemma 31.) 
Proof. (a) - (d), (d) 3 (c), (d) 2 (b): Clear. 
(b) =$ (a): Suppose A has polar decomposition IAlU with U E a,, and has 
singular values ui >, -. . >, a,,. Then the given condition implies 
9 ( 1 P = r,,,(I) = ~,,,@I) = ~p,q(A) 
=G r,,,(lAl) = T~,~(AU*) = ~,,q@‘*) 
Hence 
9 ( 1 P =r,,,(A) =E,(q,...,u,). 
If n = 9 > p, then E,(u,, . . . , us) = E,(A) implies A is a scalar multiple of a 
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positive semidefinite matrix (see [16, Corollary 5.2). Let W E %‘, satisfy 
W*AW==diag(a,,..., a,,), where IX] = 1. By the fact that rPJX) = r&AX) 
for X = W(Z,@O,_,)W* and X = W(O,_,@Z,)W*, we conclude that ur = a,, 
=1 andhence A=XZ. 
Suppose n > 9 > p. Note that if V E %,, and X = V(Z,@O,_,)V*, then 
the matrix AX has singular values o; 2 . . . > u,l satisfying ui > al for 
i=l,..., 9 (see [32]). But then 
<E,(q,...,qJ = 
impliesthat q-u/ fori=l,...,q.Let WEC,,,satisfy 
IE,((WAXW*)[ql)(=~,,,(A) = p”) =E,(~,~-A.J~ 
Then (see [16, Corollary 5.21) (WAXW*)[q] has singular values ur,. . . , uq, 
and is a scalar multiple of a positive semidefinite matrix. Since rank( AX) < 9, 
WAXW* = ( WAXW*)[ (I]@ 0, _4. As a result AX is a scalar multiple of a 
positive definite matrix. Since for every matrix X = V( I,@ O,_,)V* with 
U E Q,, the matrix (AX)[ 91 is a scalar multiple of a positive definite matrix, 
it follows that A is a scalar matrix. 
Suppose n > 9 = p. Let A have singular value decomposition YDZ* with 
Y, Z E 4,, and D = diag(u,, . . . , a,). Let X = Z(O,_,@Z,)Z*. We have 
=Ep(ul,...,up)= fiui> fi ‘n-i+1 
i-l i=l 
= r,,,(lAXl) > r,,,(AX) - ~~,~(x) =I.
Since 1= rP,P(IAI) = l-Q’_, u. it follows that uI = a, = 1 and hence A is ,, 
unitary. By Lemma 3 in [17], the result follows. 
(c) * (a): Similar to the above. n 
Trr~orur~6.4. Supposen>q>p>l butnotn==g=p. Thenamatrix 
AEC nxn is the zero matrix if and only if there exists r > 0 such that for all 
P E lo, rl 
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Proof. *: Clear. 
G= : Suppose there exists r > 0 such that 
rp,q(A+pZ)=pp(z) forall PG [O,r]. 
Let UE’%‘,, and A,,..., X, be the eigenvalues of the matrix (UA U*)[ 91. 
Then the matrix (U(A+pZ)U*)[q] has eigenvalues X,+p,...,Xq+p. Since 
for p E [0, r] we have 
by letting p -+ 0 we get E,(h, ,..., Xq) = 0 for k = l,..., p. In particular, 
&(A l,...,h,)=O. s ince U E 4Y” is arbitrary, we have r,,,(A) = 0. Hence 
A = 0 by Corollary 6.2(a). n 
7. MATRICES WITH A FIXED RANK 
In this section we consider the relation between the (p, q>numerical 
range, the ( p, 9 )-numerical radius, and the rank of a matrix AEC=,~~. 
Clearly, if rank(A) < p, then Wp,&A) = (0). If n = 9, we can always find a 
matrix A with rank(A) >, p and Wp,,(A) = (0) unless 12 = 9 = p. We con- 
sider the rest of the cases in Corollary 7.2 and Theorem 7.3. We first prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Letn>q>,p>l. AmutrixA~Q=,,, sati.$esH,,,(A) 
= (0) if and only if A has less than p nonzero eigenvalues. 
Proof. =: Clear. 
j : The statement can be easily proved if 1 = p or p = 9. SO we assume 
q>p>l. Let A have eigenvalues hl,...,X, with 1X,1>, ... >-(A,[. Set 
t=q+l.Suppose IX,J>O.Thenfori=l,...,q+l 
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(here A i means deleting A,), and hence equals 0. Thus Jh P+ II > 0; otherwise 
E,(h..., it)= fi+o. 
i=l 
Now for i = l,...,t, 
E,+,(&,..., A,) =AiEp(X1,..., Air...> At)+ Ep+l(‘l,***, ii,..*, At) 
=Ep+l(X1 ,..., iii ,..., A,). 
Note that there are summands in the expression E, + X A 1, . . . , At ), 
and every t - p - 1 times in the expression 
C~_lE,+l(X1 ,..., Ai ,..., A,). It follows that 
t 
(t - P - 1)E,+,(L..., A,) = c Ep+l(A1 ,..., iii ,..., A,) 
i=l 
= i E,+,(~,>...J,) 
i=l 
= tE,+,(L..., A,). 
So E,+~@,,..., A ,) = 0 and hence 
Ep+l(A1 ,..., iii ,..., A,) = 0 for i=l,...,t. 
Clearly, IX,+,I > 0; otherwise 
P+l 
E,+1(&,..., it) = n Xi#O. 
i=l 
If p + 1~ q. repeat the above arguments until we get the conclusion that 
E,(&,..., Ai ,..., X,)=0 for i=l,..., t; 
and IXq+ll > 0, i.e., l7i=l q+ lXi # 0. Since t = q + 1, the two conditions clearly 
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cannot hold simultaneously. Hence the assumption that Ih Pl > 0 must be 
wrong. n 
COROLLARY 7.2. Letn>q>p>l. A rwrrnal matrix A E Q= n x n satisfies 
W&A) = (0) if and only if rank(A) < p. 
For general matrices we have the following result. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let n > q 2 p 2 1. 
(a) Supposep=qurn>p+q. AmutrixA~C,,,, satisfies WPJA)= 
(0) if and only if rank(A) < p. 
(b) Zfp+q>nandq>p, therealwayseristsamatrixAEQ=“,, with 
rank(A) >, p such that W,,,(A) = (0). 
I’mof. (a): For the case p = q, see [ll, Lemma 11. 
Now suppose q > p and n > p + q. The “if” part is clear. So we 
concentrate on the “only if” part. Assume rank(A) = k > p. If k > q, then 
r,+l,,+XA)’ 0. H ence there exists U E ‘8” such that B = ((UAU*)[ q + 11) 
is nonsingular. It follows from Theorem 7.1 that 
0 < hp,,W Q T~,&A). 
Now suppose k < q. L.-et A have singular value decomposition A = UDV 
with D=diag(a,,...,a”) and U,VE@,, where a,> ... >ak>O=a,+, 
= . . . =a n. Then the first k columns of the matrix VAV* are linearly 
independent, whereas all the remaining columns are zero. Let the matrix 
C = (VAV*)[ k] h ave t nonzero eigenvalues. Suppose t >, p. Since the matrix 
B = (VAV*)[ q + l] has the same nonzero eigenvalues as C, by Theorem 7.1 
again we have 
Now suppose t < p. Let X E ak be such that the matrix XCX* is in lower 
triangular form with all its zero eigenvalues lying in the (1, I), . . . , (k - t, k - t ) 
positions. Let W = (X@Z,_,)V, and A’ be the s x s matrix obtained from 
WAW* by deleting its first k - p rows and first k - p columns, i.e., 
s = n - k + p. We shall prove that there exists Y E a8 such that the matrix 
(YA’Y*)[ p + q - k] has exactly p nonzero eigenvalues. Then for Z = 
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(Z,_,@Y)W, the matrix B’=(ZAZ*)[g] h as exactly p nonzero eigenvalues. 
Hence 
Now rank(A’) = p implies that A’ has p linearly independent rows. We 
may assume that they are lying in the first 2p rows; otherwise we can 
permute the last s - p rows and last Y - p columns of the matrix. Since 
A’[2p] has rank equal to p, we have rpJA) > 0. So it is unitarily similar to a 
matrix of the form 
A, 62 
[ 1 A, 4 
such that A, EC,,, has p nonzero eigenvalues. It follows that the matrix 
A’ is unitarily similar to a matrix of the form 
A, A, 0 
[ 1 A, A, 0 . A, 43 0 
Thus A’ is unitarily similar to 
A, 0 A, 
A”= [ A, 0 A, 1 . 
4 0 4 
Since 
s-p=(n-k+p)-p=n-k>p+q-k, 
the matrix A”[p + 9 - k] is contained in the matrix 
and hence has exactly p nonzero eigenvalues as desired. 
(b): Suppose p+q>n and 9>p. Let AEC,,~,, be such that the 
(i,n-p+i) entry equals 1 for i=l,...,p, and all other entries equal 0. 
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We shall prove that for any U E a”, the matrix X = UAU*D satisfies 
rank( X2) < p, where D = I,@ 0, _q. It then follows that X has less than p 
nonzero eigenvalues and hence 
E,((UAU*)[q]) = E,(X) =0, 
So Wp&V = (0). 
To prove our claim, let 
S=Im(UAU*)nKer(UAU*), 
where Im( UAU*) and Ker(UAU*) denote the image and kernel of UAU* 
respectively. Then 
dimS=dim(Im(A)nKer(A))>min{p,n-p}. 
Since D is an orthogonal projection on C” with rank equal to 9, we have 
dim(Im(D)nS)>,q+min{p,n-p} -n>O. 
So there exists ur in C n such that IJ = u,UA U* is a nonzero vector in 
Im( D) n Ker(UAU*). Construct a basis of C” consisting of vectors 
ur ,... ,up,wj,...,w,-p, such that the vectors u,UAU*, . . . , u,UAU* form a 
basis of Im(UAU*) and w~,...,w,_~ form a basis of Ker( UAU*). Then 
u,X2=z1X=(uUAU*)D=0 and wiX=O for i=l,...,n-p. Hence the 
dimension of Im( X2) is less than p. n 
The example constructed in the proof of part (b) of the theorem is an 
extension of an example originated by Bit-Shun Tam and used by Tin-Yau 
Tam in [29]. 
The following result appeared in [18, Lemma 21. 
THEOREM 7.4. Letn>q>,p>l. Anonzerohe~itianmatrirAEQ=,,, 
satisfies rank(A) = 1 if and only if all elements in the set W,,, JxA + B), 
considered as polynomials in x, have degree at most one for every hermitian 
matrix B E C nxn. 
8. GENERALIZED RADIAL AND SPECTRAL MATRICES 
Let AeCnxn have singular values ui 2 . * * >, a,,. Then 
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Many authors (e.g. see [l, 7, 19,22,29] and their references) have studied the 
conditions on the matrix A for which h,, & A) = rP, & A), h,, & A) = rP, & 1 Al), 
or r,,, ,$ A) = rP, & ]A]). Extending the classical definitions, we say that a matrix 
A is (p, 9)-spectral if the first equality holds; (p, 9>rudiaZ if the second 
equality holds. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let n > 9 2 p 2 1. Suppose A E C n xn has singular val- 
ues a,2 ... > a, and satisfies rank(A) > p. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is (p. 9~radiaZ. 
(b) r&A) = q,,c,Wl). 
(c) A is unitarily similar to A,@A, such that A1~CqXq has singular 
values al,. . . , a,; and if 9 > p, then A, is a scalar multiple of a positive 
semidefinite matrix. 
(Cf. [7, 11, 19, 22, 291.) 
Proof (c) * (a) a (b): Clear. 
(b)*(c): Suppose r,,,(A) = rP,J]A]). Let U E a’, and B = UAU* such 
that ]E,(B[q])] = rp,JA). Note that if B[q] has singular values ai > . . . >, ai, 
then ui 2 u,l for i = 1,. . . ,9. Hence 
r,,,(]A]) =(E,(B[q])(~E,(a;,...,u,‘) G’&#Al) 
implies that uj = al for i = 1,. . . , 4. It follows that 
We conclude (e.g. see [ll, Theorem 51) that B= A,@As. If 9 > p, then 
IE,( A,)1 = rP, & IAIl) implies that A is a scalar multiple of a positive semidefi- 
nite matrix (e.g. see [16, Corollary 5.21). n 
For (p, 9)-spectral matrices, we only have the following result (e.g. see 
[l; 7, Theorem 3.4; 11, Theorem 3; 19, Corollary 4.111). 
THEOF~EM~.~. L_&n>9>1,andktp=1orp=q. SupposeAEC,,, 
sat+es rank(A) & p. Then A is (p, q)-spectral if and only if A is unitary 
similar to A,@A, such that A, EC,,, with [E,(A)1 = r&A). 
We remark that Theorem 8.2 may not hold for 9 > p > 1. In fact, if 
( p, 9, n) = (2,3,4), then the example constructed in the proof of Theorem 
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7.3(b) satisfies rank(A) >, p and 0 = h,, & A) = rp, & A). But it is clear that A 
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